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ABSTRACT

Other organizations in the United States have
successfully implemented new compensation structures. This
publication argues that it is time for educatiOn to join these
successful efforts and revise teacher-pay systems. The brief provides
a short history of changes in teacher compensation over the last
century and a discussion of key organizational and educational
changes today that could be reinforced by a new teacher-compensation
structure. It also suggests some new teacher-pay elements and a set
of principles that states and districts could follow if they were to
redesign how teachers are paid. Sidebars present examples of
innovative compensation programs in Kentucky, South Carolina, Dallas,
and Colorado. Three types of new compensation systems are described:
skills- or competency-based, pay-at-risk, and group-based performance
awards. Ten process principles for the development, design, and
implementation of a new compensation system include: (1) the
involvement of all key parties; (2) broad agreement on the most
valued educational results; (3) sound, comprehensive evaluation
systems; (4) adequate funding; (5) investments in ongoing
professional development; (6) avoidance of quotas; (7) consideration
of the general conditions of work; (8) management maturity; (9) labor
maturity; and (10) persistence. Technical-design elements that should
be included in each of the three types of compensation systems are
outlined. Figures of four compensation schedules are included.
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Over the years, state and local policymakers made
several well-publicized efforts to reform teacher pay.
Reformers tried to use salary structures to encourage

teachers often were not integral partners in the design
process, and too often funding was eliminated after
the first years of implementation.

and reward good teaching. Unfortunately, these
efforts largely were ineffective. As a result, teacher
compensation structures today look pretty much as
they did decades ago. Most districts pay teachers
according to a single-salary schedule that provides
salary increases for differences among teachers in
education units, university degrees and years of teaching experience.

But other organizations in the country have been
successful in implementing new compensation structures. Moreover, these new plans have been associated with wide worker acceptance, better employee
morale, improved organizational performance, and
higher individual salaries.

In the 1980s, two main efforts were made to modify

In this issue of CPRE Finance Briefs, the authors
argue that it is now time for education to join these

the single-salary schedule. Merit pay, designed to

successful efforts and revise teacher pay systems. The

recognize and reward the best teachers, was tried in a
few states and districts. And career ladder programs

brief provides a short history of changes in teacher

tried to alter the flat career structure of teaching.
These efforts failed for generally the same reasons
earlier efforts fizzledthey were not linked to the
organizational needs and working processes of

compensation over the last century and a discussion of
key organizational and educational changes today that

effective schools and thus were poorly designed.

could be reinforced by a new teacher compensation
structure. It also suggests some new teacher pay elements and a set of principles states and districts could
follow if they embark on the journey to redesign how

For example, merit pay plans usually require

teachers are paid.' Examples of leading-edge compensation programs are included in sidebars on pages 2-5.

individual teachers to compete against each other for

a limited pool of funds. Such competition among
teachers works against the collaborative culture found

in most highly effective schools and thus is at odds
with strategies to improve school performance.
Career ladder programs provide non-teaching jobs for
a fixed number of excellent teachers, thus offering a
way out of the classroom for the best professionals in
schools, just the opposite of how a high-performance

school should deploy its best workers. Further,

Carolyn Kelley is an assistant professor at the Univthity of
Wisconsin-Madison where she directs CPRE's Teacher Compensation Project. She also has conducted research on schoollinked services and the utility of private sector approaches to
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History of Teacher Pay
Changes
The history of teacher compensation provides a rich source of
information on how change can
"stick" when it is aligned with the

strategic needs of schools and
existing

organizational

forms

(Protsik 1995). For example, in
the latter half of the 1800s, local
communities designed schools to
provide basic academic skills and
moral education for children.
Teacher compensation consisted

primarily of room and board
provided by the local community.

The "Boarding Round" pay sys-

tem was a strong incentive for
teachers to maintain positive relations with community members
and to maintain a high moral char-

acter. It also reflected the barter
economy of the time.
In

the

early

1900s,

teacher

preparation became more uniform, requiring higher levels of
education, and schools began to
reflect the bureaucratic organizational structures of the developing

industrial cash economy. The

The single-salary schedule did not,

Boarding Round system was replaced by a position-based salary

however pay every teacher the

system that reflected the new form
of teacher work, the cash basis of

the economy, and increased preservice education requirements.
This system also paid elementary
teachers less than secondary
teachers (which in part reflected
differences in education required
for these positions), and unfortun-

degrees. It paid teachers salary

supplements for coaching sports,
advising clubs, and coordinating

activities. The bases for paying
differential salary amounts were
objective, measurable and not

ately, paid women and minority
teachers less than non-minority

subject to administrative whim.

males, reflecting societal biases of

The single-salary schedule was
appropriate for the bureaucratic,

the time. Nevertheless, the position-based salary schedule was a

Opposition to overt discrimination

hierarchically organized school of
the first half of this century. Administrators were responsible for
goals, objectives and school success, and teachers were responsible
mainly for delivering a basic skillsfocused, standardized curriculum.
Teachers needed a beginning set of
skills which were assessed in the
process of licensure. Once in the

and demand for greater teacher

system, they were paid more for

skills led to the system which paid

each year of experience, a practice

the same salary to teachers with

typical of bureaucracies and the

the same qualifications regardless

way most workers were paid in the

of grade level taught, gender or

broader economy (Kelley 1995;

race.

Odden 1995).

salary system aligned with the
strategic aspects of the economy
and school systems.
The single-salary schedule emerged

early in the 20th century in response to further changes in the
social and educational context.

Performance Awards in Kentucky
Adopted in 1990, the Kentucky Instructional Results Information
System (KIRIS) rewards schools that show improvements toward
performance standards over time. Every two years, schools that
exceed their improvement goals receive funds which teachers, school

counselors, and the principal may distribute as they see fit. Funds
may be used as salary bonuses; for professional development, or as
school improvement funds. In 1994-95, the awards were about
$2,000 per teacher in eligible schools, or a total appropriation of $26
million.

A six-part accountability index is used to measure improvements in
school performance. Five parts are based on the results of reading,
math, social studies, science, and writing scores on open-ended tests;
a problem-solving activity; and student portfolios. The sixth component is a non-cognitive composite score based on factors such as
attendance and graduation rates.
In the first year (1994-95), 38 percent of the schools received bonus
awards. It is still too early to tell the long-term impact of the program, including the type of behavior it incites within each school.
2

same amount. Differentials were
provided based on the objective
measures of years of experience,
educational units, and educational

But as the next section shows, this
salary structure is not adequate for
schools of today. Current reforms
are requiring teachers to continu-

ously expand their professional
instructional skills, take on management and leadership roles
within schools, and focus on
results produced as much as services provided. A revised teacher
compensation structure could help

to address these new and more
complex system needs.

Linking Compensation
to Organizational
Needs
The history of successful change
in teacher compensation can serve

as a guide for thinking through

teacher compensation change
today. If pay practices that endure

are those that are well-aligned
with broader changes in the
economic and social climate, as
well as the strategic needs of the
school system, the obvious first
step in designing a new teacher
compensation structure is to
identify the broader changes in the

society, and parallel changes in

the education system (Kelley
1995).

Economic Context

South Carolina's Performance Pay Plan
Established in 1984, The South Carolina School Incentive Reward
Program (SIRP) is the longest running state-sponsored, group-based
performance plan in the nation.
It gives performance bonuses to approximately 25 percent of schools.
Schools must meet student achievement criteria to receive 80 percent
of the full award for that year; an additional 10 percent is awarded to
each winning school that maintains teacher and student attendance at
or above 96 percent (Richards and Sheu 1992).
Schools are placed in one of five comparison bands based on percentage of students receiving free lunches; percentage receiving reduced-

Today the broader economy is

priced lunches; average teachers' years of education beyond the
bachelor's degree; and percentage of students meeting or exceeding

undergoing a dramatic change in
the organization of the workplace

the readiness standard on a cognitiv skills test given in all elementary
schools.

and the manner in which employees are paid. The globalization of the economy is pressuring
companies to drastically improve
product and service quality, in a
short time frame and often with

limited resources. These same

Schools compete with other schools in the same band for awards, and

the SIRP rewards improvement in student test scores. Awards of
about $25-$40 per pupil have been distributed annually to winning
schools, with the typical school receiving $15,000-$20,000. Award
monies are used for instructional purposes by the winning schools.

pressures are pressing upon
governments and public agencies,
including schools.

South Carolina's banding system has been found to more equitably
distribute funds across schools with different student SES levels.
However, the bandi ig system is also vulnerable to challenges of

To produce these large-scale

possible racial bias, since it sets lower expectations for schools
serving lower SES stuients.

improvements, many companies
are restructuring, often decentralizing their management systems and flattening their organizational structures. They are
creating multi-functional work

to encourage and reward the skills

teams, giving them power and
authority to accomplish organizational and team goals, while

analytical skills to support continuous improvement, and skills

needed in their new organizationsteam-based leadership and
management skills, technical and

job. They are paid based on the
skills and competencies they
develop to do the many job tasks
they perform as work-team mem-

bers. Further, a portion of each
team member's pay can depend on
the results of the team's effort. In
short, compensation has been
changed to align organizational in-

holding the teams accountable for
results.

needed to work across traditional
functional lines.

This new strategy for organizing

As a result, concepts such as skillsbased pay, competency-based pay,
pay for knowledge, pay for

centives and rewards with the

professional expertise, collective
rewards for adding value to per-

Education Changes

work requires considerable ongoing investment in training. Team

members are trained in technical
areas, in new functional areas for
which teams are responsible, and

in the business skills needed to
engage in self-management. Calbraith, Lawler and colleagues
(1993) have termed these changes
the "new logic" of organization.

formance, and gainsharing characterize new compensation strategies
that have been developed and used

strategic needs of the workplace.

Current education reform trends
reflect changes in the organization

of work described above, thus

successfully in private sector organizations (Firestone 1994; Odden and Conley 1992).

suggesting a need to realign teach-

Many companies following this

Under these strategies, individuals

Starting with the Effective Schools

new logic also have designed new
forms of employee compensation

are not paid on the basis of seniority or for doing a particular

reforms began requiring teachers

4

er compensation to these new
ways of organizing schools.

movement of the 1970s, recent
3

over the past 30 years (Kelley

Douglas County, Colorado's New Pay Plan

1995). Just as in other organiza-

tions, these changes have pro-

In 1993-94, Douglas County teachers, administrators, and community
members developed a new pay plan. Implemented in 1994-95, the plan

duced significant gaps between the
needs of schools as organizations

retains base pay and pay for additional coursework from the singlesalary schedule. But it revises the years of experience component to

and the current teacher salary
structure.

provide annual increments only for years in which teachers performance is judged "proficient" on established criteria as judged by
their principals. In addition, the new plan adds four bonuses:

Shifting pay increments from
years of experience and loosely
related education units to more
direct measures of professional

1. A $1000 bonus for outstanding teachers selected by principals who
evaluate teaching practice portfolios based on specific written criteria.
The number of bonuses that may be awarded in any one year, and the

skills and competencies, adding a

mechanism that encourages ongoing training and assessment of
instructional strategies, and perhaps adding group-based perfor-

number of awards any one teacher may receive over time is
unlimited.

2. A $250-500 bonus for learning one or more specific skill blocks
which the district identifies and provides training for. Over a threeyear period, teachers may participate voluntarily. After the three
years, the skill blocks will be incorporated into the annual evaluation
as skills required for all "proficient" teachers. In the first year, the
district offered training for only one skill block, computer skills. The
number of blocks is expected to increase over time to about seven,
with the next one focused on student assessment.

mance bonuses, are compensation
changes that could link how

teachers are paid with the evolving strategic needs of new school
organizations (Conley and Odden
1995; Darling-Hammond 1996;
Odden and Odden 1995; Odden
1996; Mohrman, Mohrman and
Odden 1995).

3. A bonus for responsibility pay, which for most teachers is nominal

($35-$200 per year). Each school receives $4.50 per student for
responsibility pay. A teacher committee is established at the school
site to determine how the money will be distributed. In the first year,
it compensated teachers for school committee leadership, coaching,
curriculum development, and for advising student activities.

Elements of New
Compensation Systems

4. A school-petformance award bonus. Each school can voluntarily
propose a school-wide project for improving student performance.
Submitted at the beginning of the year to a committee of teachers and

Three major elements should be
considered in redesigning teacher
compensation: skills- or competency-based pay, pay-at-risk, and

administrators, the proposal must identify planned activities and
evaluation mechanisms. Bonuses are awarded to schools that success-

fully complete the activities, whether or not student achievement

group-based performance awards.

improved. This stipulation is intended to award creativity, innovation,
and risk-taking. In the first year, every school participated (although
a few individual teachers within the schools did not). The award per

teacher depends on the number of schools and teachers that
successfully complete the process.

to develop new skills and competencies and take on new roles,

teachers also are being asked to
take broader leadership roles in

The Effective Schools movement
required teachers to develop a set
of "effective teaching" practices
and to become involved with the
principal in school improvement
efforts. Today's education reforms expect teachers to acquire

school management, organization

the professional expertise suffi-

In other words, major changes in

cient to teach a "world-class"

the organizational needs of schools,

Today's

school contexts, have emerged

curriculum well to the diverse
students

4

in

schools.

and instruction. And in the past
few years, teachers also have been

asked to focus on resultsstudent
achievementrather than just
education processes.

generally similar to those in non-

'

Skills- or Competencybased Pay
The single-salary schedule currently provides pay increases for
years of experience, education
units and university degrees.
These variables are indirect in...i-

cators of knowledge and skills;
under this system, a teacher with
more education units and more
experience in the classroom is

assumed to have developed a
greater professional expertise.
Furthermore, many of the credits
used as bases for salary increases

are only looselyif at allcon
nected to teaching responsibilities

or to emerginc notions of challenging subject-matter instruction.
A skills- or competency-based pay
system would more directly

measure teacher knowledge and
skills. Such a system could reward
the development of three types of

School-Based Rewards in Dallas, Texas
The Dallas school-based performance award is part of the district's
accountability system, created by a 1990 Commission with substantial business community involvement. The performance measure
is primarily based on the results of the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills, and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, with weights for
each that vary annually.

knowledge and skills. The first,
and most critical, would be depth

The award is based on gain scores, aggregated to the school level
from individual student data. Through complex two-stage regres-

in the areas of content, curriculum
and instructional expertise. A

socio-economic variables including race, ethnicity, English profici-

second set of skills would be
"breadth" skillsthose vital to
important non-teaching functions
such as curriculum development,
professional development, guidance counseling, and parent out-

reach. A third set would be
"management" skills, particularly
for schools engaged in site-based
management.

A skills/competency-based pay
salary component could be added

to the current salary schedule,
replace either the education or

sion analysis, the predicted score is purged of the influence of
ency, school mobility, poverty status, and school overcrowding.
These achievement gains are supplemented by school-wide measures of student attendance, grade-to-grade promotion, drop-out
rates, enrollments in accelerated courses, and SAT and PSAT
scores.
Schools' final performance gain scores are then ranked from highest
to lowest. Each winning school receives $2,000, its principal and

teachers receive a bonus of $1,000, and the nonprofessional staff
receive $500 each from a fixed pot of money. Awards are provided
to staffs and schools by rank order, until the budgeted amount is
expended. In 1994-95, Dallas created a second tier of winners, with

bonuses of $450 for the professionals and $225 for the nonprofessional staff, to provide incentives to the lower ranked but still
improving schools.

experience component of the curattainment is judged against a pre-

rating elements of skills-based

A local or national skills-assessment system driven by the teaching profession could identify and
assess additional milestones between professional licensure and

pay).

Board certification. Locally deter-

mined salary increases could be

faculty to acquire. Skills-based
pay systems, thus, focus indivi-

For example, salary increases

linked to these accomplishments.

dual skill development on the

could be tied to professional licensure and certification such as that
being developed by the Interstate
New Teacher Assessment and Sup-

Skills-based pay should be clearly
distinguished from individual

rent salary schedule, or replace
both components (see Models 1-4
on pages 6, 7, 8, and 9 for examples of salary schedules incorpo-

type of skills the school wants its

knowledge and skills necessary
for the organization to accomplish
its goals.

performance-based pay systems

port Consortium (see INTASC,
1995), the Educational Testing
Service's PRAXIS, and the Na-

which traditionally have evaluated
teachers against one another for a

tional Board for Professional
Teaching Standards. Teachers

performance systems usually aim
to identify and reward the "best"

could start their teaching career

teachers with additional pay. In

with a provisional license (a temporary teaching permit) at a

contrast, skills-based pay rewards

beginning salary level, and earn
significant bumps in pay when
they receive a professional teaching license, and if they become

able to use knowledge and compe-

certified by the National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards.

determined, clear-cut standard.
It does not create competition
among teachers, but signals the

fixed pool of funds. Individual

teachers for attaining and being

tencies valued by the school
such as the ability to teach all
students the mathematics promoted by the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics. Skill

Pay-At-Risk
Some organizations require employees to put a portion of base

pay "at-risk" until key sales or
financial targets are met. This
notion of pay-at-risk does not fit
education. But at General Motors'
new Saturn plant in Tennessee,

employees have 10 percent of
their base pay at-risk in ways that
may apply to education. Five percent of pay is contingent upon all

workers spending at least 5 percent of the work year (92 hours)
5

in ongoing training that is provided by the plant. Another 5
percent is contingent on the plant
meeting certain quality and production targets for its cars.

The idea of committing teachers,
schools and school systems to an
ongoing training process as well
as to meeting high quality standards could have appeal in edu-

cation. Thus, a percentage of
teachers' base pay could be contingent upon each teacher engaging in a specified amount of professional development each year,
such as 100 hours. The district or

school would have to provide
professional development Oppor-

tunities and the teacher would
have a strong incentive to partici-

pate. Such training could focus
primarily on development of the

various competencies in a skillsbased pay structure. Careful
thought would need to go into the
design and implementation of the
professional development activities to be sure they are effective
and support the student learning
goals of the school and district.

In short, states or districts could
put a portion of teacher pay atrisk, with some percentage contingent upon engaging in ongoing
professional development and the
remainder contingent on producing a focused, useful, quality performance report which assesses
the educational strategies of the

The quality concept could be

school in light of student achievement targets.

transferred in many ways to edu-

cation. One way would be to
require the faculty to work to-

Group-based
Performance Awards

gether to produce a performance
report, such as the School Quality
Review in New York State. The

Group-based performance awards,
or collective incentive-pay plans,

report would provide a vehicle for
faculty to develop reflective prac-

recognize that student outcomes

are the joint product of many
teachers working together in a

tice, and for them to take part in
an ongoing process of improving
both teaching skills and the educational program.

school. They explicitly encourage
school staff to work together

toward common goalssuch as

MODEL 1
Current Step and Column Salary Schedule with
Skills-Based Pay Additions (professionally and locally assessed)
Skills-Based Pay
Increments
(professionally
assessed)

Skills-Based Pay
Increments
(examples)
(locally assessed)

Step 1

Passing a Content
Test in Area of
License

Non-graded
Primary School

Step 2

Licensure in a
Second Area

Cooperative
Learning

Step 3

Licensure in a
Shortage Area

Reading
Recovery

Computer Skills

Step 4

Certification from
National Board for
Professional
Teaching Standards

Column 1

Experience

BA

Column 2
BA +

Column 3
MA

Column 4
MA+

Step 5

Step 6
Step 7

Step 8

Step n

Model 1 maintains the current single-salary schedule structure, with annual increments for years of experience (steps) and
additional educational units (columns). It adds to this structure salary increments for skills demonstrated through professional
assessment procedures, and for skills identified and assessed locally by the school or district. Local districts could determine
the degree to which educational units (columns) would need to be related to areas of licensure and local educational needs.
Currently, some locals and states make these requirements; others do not. Specific dollar amounts would be identified for each
cell in this model.
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improving student performance.
Collective incentives provide an
important symbolic focus on
outcomes while avoiding the
divisive aspects of individual performance incentives.

salary bonus for achieving collective goals.

cost-savings, with the rest of the
funds going toward instructional
materials.

Group-based performance incentives could provide bonuses to all
school employees or to teams of
teachers, and additional funds for

Group-based performance awards

Individual merit pay, the most

the school when, for example,

would need to be carefully designed. They would need to be
based on improvements in per-

commonly applied outcome-oriented incentive system in educa-

student achievement in core con-

formance. They also would need

tent areas exceeded some pre-

to be adjusted for student mo-

tion, creates competitive rather

determined criterion for improvement.

bility,

than collegial work environments.

In addition, the underlying as-

be explicit

about the

achievement targets for students

in special education programs,

Gainsharing is another type of

sumption of individual merit pay
is that the individual teacher has
control over the achievement of
school goals. By contrast, collec-

group-based performance incentive. Gainsharing programs provide incentives for employees to

tive incentives, such as group-

find more efficient means of

based performance awards, assume

the entire faculty and students
must work together to produce
student performance and, thus,

achieving organizational goals.
For example, school faculties that
found lower-cost means of providing the same quality services

provide to everyone in a school a

could receive a portion of the

capture student performance
across the full range in order not

to ignore the bottom half, and
include appropriate modifications
for socio-economic background,
to insure a level playing field for
participation in the award.

MODEL 2
Performance Reviews for Annual Increments
Combined with Skills-based Pay Elements
Annual Perfortrance Reviews
Performance Review 1

Performance Review 2

Additional Local
Skills/Competencies
Skill Area A
Skill Area B

Certification from National
Board for Professional
Teaching Standards: 5-10

Skill Area C

percent salary addition over
base salary from both Columns
1 and 2 but only after
Performance Review at some

Performance Review 3
Skill Area D

step, e.g., Step 4.

Performance Review 4
Performance Review 5

Skill Area E

Performance Review 6
Performance Review 7

Skill Area F

Performance Review 8

Performance Review 9
Performance Review 10
Model 2 modifies the current single-salary schedule by providing annual salary increments (steps) only for those teachers who
have successfully passed a performance review, ideally, conducted through a professional, peer-review process. Teachers would
also receive pay increments for demonstratinf, skills and competencies identified by the local school or district as those needed
to achieve student achievement goals. 1 he specified skills could be learned in a variety of ways (such as through coursework,
staff development, individual research, or professional networking opportunities), and would replace the educational units in
the traditional single-salary schedule. In addition, teachers who achieved certification from the National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards would receive a 5-10 percent pay increase. Specific dollar amounts would need to be identified for each cell
in this model.

O

MODEL 3
A Skills-based Teacher Compensation Schedule
for Board Certification and Retention
Second Content
Specialty
Extra amount for a

Primary
Content Specialty
Entry Level with full
Teacher License
Advanced 1
Advanced 2 (Tenured)
Advanced 3
Advanced 4
Advanced 5

National Board
Certification

Years of Experience after
Board Certification
Step I
Step 2
Step 3

Step 4
Step 5

full Second License
Advanced 1
Advanced 2
Model 3 completely replaces the current
single-salary schedule with a skills-based
compensation schedule. Under this plan,
teachers would receive pay increments for
demonstrating skills and competencies
identified by the teaching profession as
reflective of what excellent teachers should
know and be able to do at yarious stages in
their careers.

Only after being certified by the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards
would teachers begin to receive annual
increments for years of experience beyond
Board Certification. This would provide an
incentive for outstanding teachers to remain in
the teaching profession. eachers could also
receive additional pay for demonstrating skills
in a second content area. Specific dollar
amounts would need to be identified for each
cell in this model.

Step n=???

their early experiences provide
some lessons that may be applicable to education. Interestingly,

studies show that the process
issues are even more crucial than
the technical issues (Jenkins, et al.
1992).

Process Principles
Ten key process principles are important to the successful development, design, and implementation

of a new compensation system
that incorporates any or all of the
elements of skills-based pay, pay-

at-risk, or group-based performance rewards.
1. InvOlvement of all key parties,
and especially those whose cOmpensation is being affected, is the
preeminent principle for successfully changing compensation policies. Teacher unions, administrators, school boards and the public
all should be centrally involved in

the process of development, design and implementation.
2. Broad agreement on the most
valued educational results is also
crucial.

Design and
Development
Generally, notions of skills- or
competency-based pay, pay-atrisk, and group-based performance awards are new to schools
and education systems. However,

several states and districts are
attempting to better align their
compensation systems with cur-

rent educational goals and the
organization of schools.

Kentucky, South Carolina, and
Texas have developed schoolbased performance awards for improvements in student performance over time. Douglas Coun-

ty, Colorado; Rochester, New
York; Boston, Massachusetts; and

Dallas, Texas are districts that
have developed alternative corn8

pensation systems, incorporating
principles of skills-based pay,
individual-, group-, and schoolbased performance awards, arid
job-based pay. Further, a growing
number of districts have agreed to
reward teachers for participating
in or successfully completing the
National Board certification pro-

cess. Early results suggest that
these efforts have the potential to
support teacher professional development and encourage teachers

All

partiesteachers,

administrators, board members,

parents and the publicneed to
agree on the results that are most
valued.

3. Sound, comprehensive evaluation systems need to be in place
to assess teacher knowledge and
skill development in a skills-based

pay system, and to evaluate organizational products and processes to be rewarded through
group-based performance awards.

to focus on improving student

Assessment mechanisms might

achievement. (Programs in Kentucky, South Carolina, Douglas
County, and Dallas are described
briefly in the sidebars on pages 2,
3, 4, and 5.)

include measures of student
achievement, parent satisfaction,
and teacher and administrator
skills, knowledge, and performance.

In contrast to education, other

4. Adequate funding which is

enterprises have been using these
forms of pay for several years and

within the school
finance structure is less likely to
be vulnerable to cuts than a
integrated

separate funding pool. Lack of

age of schools. Organizational

8 Management maturity is also

funding and a lack of a long-term

important. Administrators and the

funding commitment have been

excellence is dependent on consistent rewards for improvements

key aspects of the downfall of

in performance.

working relations, and the administration should develop a history

7. General conditions of work

of working cooperatively with
teachers and their unions to fur-

many efforts to reform compen-

sation in education. Transition
funds often are needed to move
from the old to the new structure,
and performance bonuses need a
stable funding pool.

must be addressed. The better the

conditions of work in a school
(teacher involvement in decisionmaking, sound facilities, availability of materials, safety, etc.),

S. Investments in ongoing pro-

the more likely a new form of

fessional development are key to
skills- and competency-based pay

compensation can be implemented

structures. Such investments should

principle is that the compensation

be in the range of 2-3 percent of
the operating budget.

system should be designed with
the general conditions of work in
mind. For example, skills assess-

6. Quotas should be avoided. All
schools meeting performance-

ment in a high-involvement school

improvement targets should be

successfully. A corollary to this

should incorporate teachers fully
in the assessment process.

rewarded, not just a fixed percent-

school board should have good

ther system goals and objectives.
Restructuring the salary schedule

should occur in an environment
characterized by interest-based
bargaining, in which each party
recognizes the interests and concerns of the other parties.
9. Labor maturity goes hand-in-

hand with the behavior of the
administration. Teacher associations, and their members, need to
have positive commitment to the

academic goals of the school,
good working relations among

MODEL 4
A Comprehensive Skills-Based Teacher Compensation Schedule
High School Version
First Content
Specialty

Second Content
Specialty

Entry

School-Site Expertise

Breadth Skills

(examples)
Spanish Fluency

Counseling

Hmong Fluency

Professional
Development

Management
Skills
DecisionMaking Team
Leader
School
Operations

Provisional License

Provisional License

Professional License

Professional License

Advanced I

Advanced 1

Korean Fluency

Curriculum
Development

Budgeting

Advanced 2
(Tenure?)

Reading Recovery

School to Work
Transition

Accounting
and Financial
Mgt

,

Advanced 2
(Tenure?)
Advanced 3
(Recertification?)

Computers and
Technology
Community
Outreach
Family Liaison

.

Advanced 4
Advanced 5
National Board
Certification

Marketing

Program
Evaluation

Model 4 builds on Model 3, but adds opportunities for teachers to receive pay increments for demonstrating skills and
competencies identified by the school or district as important for achieving local educational goals. This model provides for
tailoring of teacher skill development to needs of the local school context, including specific depth and breadth skills geared to
the local student population, and management skills which may be required for local school operations. Specific dollar amounts
would need to be identified for each cell in this model.

i0

themselves, and a tradition of
working with management toward
education system key goals.

assessed by a state or national
teaching standards board, as is
done in many other professions

provide rewards that are valued
by teachers. Such awards could be

(Kellty and Taylor 1995).

school improvement activities or
professional development.

10. Persistence until the plan is
"perfected" is the key to longterm success. Most plans have

Pay-at-risk plans should include:

initial "bugs" and are viewed with

identification of tasks critical to

skLpticism by some employees.

a district's top education goals;

Thus, persistence is needed to

and

continue implementation, to revise
the plan when problems are

identified, and to encourage full
participation to see how the plan
works when fully implemented.

Performance-based plans should

Although there are numerous

technical design issues, any new
compensation system must first be

perceived as fair by everyone
involved. The system must also be

communicated in a way that can
be clearly understood by all those

affected. And the new system
must provide incentives that will

lead to the desired teacher behaviors such as working collegial-

ly in schools, actively learning
new skills and competencies, and
seeking to improve learning

among all students. In addition,
there are specific design issues
associated with each type of
compensation.
Skills- and competency-based
plans should include:

clear, specific and measurable
skill blocks. Skill blocks should be

directly related to the needs of a
particular school or district and

provided in written form with
clear standards. They could be
designed locally or could be based

on national standards developed
by subject-matter associations.
an objective, sound, and credible assessment system that
involves teachers and administra-

tors. In the long term, core curriculum and instruction skill
blocks should probably be
10

also give teachers professional
control over the work environment. If teachers are to be held responsible for student results, they

selection of one to two tasks that

need to have the capacity to im-

both teachers and the district can

prove organizational effectiveness. Knowledge, power, and in-

readily implement, such as ongoing training and an ongoing
quality review.

Technical Principles

salary bonuses, or dollars for

formation should be devolved to
teachers to give them the capacity

to make the changes needed to
Peilarmance awards plans should:

create performance improvements
(Wohlstetter and Mohrman 1994).

be given on a group basis, not
based on individual performance.
Usually this means everyone in a

schoolprofessional and classified staffwould be eligible.

New Structures and
Approaches to
Compensation

clearly state what pelformance

is most valuedsuch as student
achievement, student/teacher attendance, and parent satisfaction.
The system will get more of what
is in the performance measure and
less of other system results. Thus,
if the system focuses on achievement, it should incorporate a full

range of achievement measures,

No one compensation plan should
be viewed as an ideal, or universally applicable model. And
teacher compensation systems
alone are not the solution to vague

and often conflicting educational

goals, and low levels of student
achievement. However, compensation is a potentially powerful
tool that could be used to support
education reform efforts, reward

over a range of, subject areas.
be given based on improvements

over some historic base, should
reflect local context, and should
set timetables for reaching goals.

excellence, and undergird a climate of educational excellence.
The compensation reforms in
Kentucky, South Carolina, Dallas,

The

and Douglas County, as well as

the student population, such as
student mobility, which may
impede accurate measures of

about new approaches to teacher

performance assessment
should also recognize changes in

progress.

be funded at levels that reward
all schools meeting pelformance
targets. Stability in performance
award funding is essential for the
awards to serve as an incentive for
future performance improvements.

1t

research evidence from the private
sector provide some early lessons,

compensation.

State and local policymakers may
want to consider launching efforts
to transform compensation by
adding elements of skills- or
competency-b sed pay. This would

send a signal to teachers and the
education system that new skills
are needed and valued, and that a
key to accomplishing the educa-

tion goal of teaching students to
world-class achievement levels is
to enhance the professional knowl-

edge and skills of teachers. Payat-risk and performance bonuses

should also be considered, but
probably as smaller elements of
new compensation programs.
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